Congregation Or Hadash Presents
Five films inspired by actual events in the Jewish-Latino experience.
Sunday, March 31 @ 4:00 pm (Movie and Pizza) | THE YEAR MY PARENTS WENT ON VACATION (2006)
Drama; Brazil. A 12-year-old Brazilian boy is suddenly sent from a middle class existence to live in Sao
Paulo’s Born Retiro multi-ethnic district with his paternal grandfather as his left-wing parents are forced into
hiding. Appropriate for middle schoolers and above.

Tuesday, April 2 @ 7:30 pm | NORA’S WILL (2008) Comedy/Drama; Mexico. Set in Mexico City’s Jewish
community, we meet Jose, a nonbeliever, trying to organize a memorial for his ex-wife, Nora, who has
committed suicide. He finds multiple complications including Passover preparations, and then comes the
unexpected contents of Nora’s will.

Wednesday, April 3 @ 7:30 pm | A KISS TO THIS LAND (1995) Documentary; Mexico. An oral history of
seven fascinating Jewish individuals who were welcomed to Mexico when US quotas denied them entry in
the early 20th century. While remaining attached to their roots in Turkey, Poland, Syria and Ukraine, they
embraced their new home’s vibrant colors, foods, language and beauty.

Thursday, April 4 @ 7:30 pm | GOD’S SLAVE (2015) Thriller/Drama; Venezuela, Argentina. Based on actual
events of a 1994 bombing in Buenos Aires, the film follows Ahmed, a trained Islamic terrorist assigned to
execute a suicide bombing at a synagogue, and David, a cold-blooded Israeli special agent who must stop
the attack. However, neither man is defined solely by their extremist views.

Saturday, April 6 @ 7:00 pm (Dinner and a Movie) | THE LAST SUIT (2017) Drama; Argentina. A Polishborn Holocaust survivor travels from Buenos Aires to Lodz to fulfill a promise he made nearly 70 years earlier.
Both comedic and poignant in equal measure, this 88-year-old Jewish tailor encounters many characters on
his journey that spark flashbacks which fill in his life’s story. Dinner reservation required by Monday, April 1.

COST: A $5 security fee is included for each movie. Sunday movie/pizza ($10/person, $18/family);
Tues-Wed-Thurs ($5/person/movie); Saturday dinner/movie ($30/person); TOTAL PACKAGE: Includes all
of the above ($50/person). FOR RESERVATION DETAILS, PLEASE RSVP TO BIT.LY/COH-JLFS-2A
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